Report Visit to SAYA SCHOOL MAIRA AKKU on March 28, 2018
At the beginning of the stay in PAKISTAN in context 'Aid program construction new building ENT
DEPARTMENT HASHIM WELFARE HOSPITAL' the chairman PAKISTAN –Hilfe zur Selbsthilfe e.V.
had visited the SAYA SCHOOL MAIRA AKKU to hand over a donation of 3,500, - Euro, which was for
the purchase of school furniture to be used for the new building constructed in 2017.
Shortly before his return flight, he was back in the school to look at the models of a desk and a chair that
had been delivered by a carpenter.
The desk and the chair were solidly
worked. After a seat test some changes
were passed on to the carpenter.

The desk tops are enlarged by
2
inches in depth, so that the students
have a larger area available.
The shelf is raised 1 inch higher so the
knees will not hit it.
The chair is shortened by 1 inch in the
seat depth to improve the seating
position of the students.

Lastly, the screw heads will need to be
reworked to prevent the students
scratching their hands.

With the money now available, 55
school desks and 110 chairs could be
commissioned.
Thus, four of the eight classrooms
available in the new building can be
equipped.

After a conversation in ISLAMABAD,
there are reasonable hopes that there
will be a way to ensure the financing
of the furniture for the remaining four
classrooms.

The talks at the SAYA SCHOOL
were significantly disturbed by very
loud noises. They came from a tiler
who cut marble slabs. The school
had been donated marble, which can
currently be layed.
Also for the purchase and the
installation of windows has already
found a donor. The installation will
take place in the next few months.
Then the last year's extension, which
was built in the shell, without
knowing how the further
construction progress can be
financed, can be completed.

Chairman PAKISTAN – Hilfe zur
Selbsthilfe e.V. met at school with a
group of young psychologists who
spent the day at school.
The conversation with them revealed
that they had learned about the
school and offered their help. In
talks with teachers, they provided
help and instructions for solving
conflicts in school life and at home.

As with all visits to the SAYA SCHOOL MAIRA AKKU, it is a pleasure to see how the remarkable
initiative and tireless work of the Tughral and Asma Yamin receive manifold support.

They deserve it!
And the more and more growing students benefit from it!
Finally THANK YOU - SCHUKRIA to the donors
who made it possible to procure the school furniture!
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